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QUESTION 1

A network engineer needs to upgrade both appliances of a High Availability (HA) pair. In which order should the network
engineer upgrade the appliances? 

A. Disable high availability and upgrade one node at a time. 

B. Upgrade the primary node first without disabling high availability. 

C. Upgrade the secondary node first without disabling high availability. 

D. Perform the upgrade simultaneously without disabling high availability. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: A network engineer plans to configure an Active Directory Server as the default authentication for a NetScaler
deployment and provide users with the option to change their password if it is expired. Which two actions should the
engineer take to configure this authentication requirement on the NetScaler system? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure a pre-authentication policy. 

B. Select security type as SSL on Authentication policy. 

C. Configure Authentication server with SSO name attribute. 

D. Configure Authentication server with allow Password change option. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: A network engineer deployed a new NetScaler MPX appliance on the network and all interfaces are
connected to the core switch. The network engineer notices the CPU utilization has become very high on the switch
since the NetScaler deployment. 

Which two actions could the engineer perform on the NetScaler to resolve this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure VMAC 

B. Utilize static routing 

C. Configure a channel 

D. Connect a single interface only 

Correct Answer: CD 

 



QUESTION 4

Scenario: An engineer has configured a virtual server that users access using HTTP port 80. The web application also
uses TCP port 81 and 8080 for non-user access. The engineer would like to prevent users from connecting to web
servers if any of the ports go down. How should the engineer set this configuration to ensure service availability? 

A. Increase the monitor threshold. 

B. Lower the server timeout value. 

C. Create additional virtual servers for ports 81 and 8080. 

D. Create monitors for ports 81 and 8080, and bind to the service or service group. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Company policy states that all passwords should travel the network in encrypted packets except SNMP. Which
command should the network engineer execute to comply with this policy? 

A. set ns ip 10.20.30.40 -ssh disabled -telnet disabled -gui enabled 

B. set ns ip 10.20.30.40 -telnet disabled -gui secureonly -ftp disabled 

C. set ns ip 10.20.30.40 -mgmtaccess disabled -restrictaccess enabled 

D. set ns ip 10.20.30.40 -gui secureonly -ssh enabled -restrictaccess enabled 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Scenario: A network engineer has configured GSLB for a multisite environment. All GSLB services show as UP with an
UP MEP status. 

The engineer has observed that DNS queries are directed to the SNIP of the NetScaler; however, no DNS response is
being received. How can the engineer resolve this issue? 

A. Add an ADNS service on the SNIP. 

B. Change the DNS delegation to the NSIP. 

C. Create a load balancing virtual server for DNS. 

D. Select the "Send all "active" service IPs\\' in response (MIR)" option. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7



The purpose of pre-fetch in integrated caching is to automatically __________. (Choose the correct option to complete
the sentence.) 

A. refresh a cached object before expiring 

B. fetch objects from the forwarding cache before expiring 

C. retrieve all objects on a published website after a policy is applied 

D. retrieve an object in the expression from a website after a policy is applied 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: The network engineer is unable to access a specific SSL site through the NetScaler. While reviewing traces
on the NetScaler, the network engineer noticed "Handshake" failures from the server. These handshake failures could
be the result of the virtual server __________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. only allowing TLS 

B. not allowing SSLv3 

C. not allowing correct ciphers 

D. configured to demand client authentication 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Scenario: Primary NetScaler (NS1) is licensed for 10000 Maximum ICA users and 305 Access Gateway users.
Secondary NetScaler (NS2) is licensed for 10000 Maximum ICA users and five Access Gateway users. 

From where and which command should a network engineer run to display diagnostics on the licenses? 

A. From the shell, run \\'view license\\'. 

B. From the shell, run \\'more /var/log/license.log\\'. 

C. From the command-line interface, run \\'show license\\'. 

D. From the command-line interface, run \\'cat /var/log/license.log\\'. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: A network engineer needs to implement high availability (HA) for a pair of NetScaler appliances. The existing
appliance was recently restarted and the new appliance has been rack mounted and turned on for several weeks
waiting to be configured. The engineer needs to create an HA pair, but is concerned that his original appliance will get



erased when the HA pair is created. 

Which two tasks could the engineer do before the creation of the HA pair to ensure that the exiting unit stays the main
appliance? (Choose two.) 

A. Set StayPrimary on the existing node. 

B. Configure StaySecondary on the new node. 

C. Enable HA Sync before adding the second node. 

D. Create a Route Monitor to ensure proper synchronization. 

E. Ensure that INC mode is enabled during creation of HA Pair. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

Scenario: A network engineer suspects that there is a duplex mismatch in the network configuration. The NSIP address
is 10.10.1.206. How can the administrator verify the configuration in this scenario? 

A. Run the \\'netstat -r\\' command. 

B. Run the show IP 10.10.1.206 command. 

C. Run the start nstrace -level 10 command. 

D. Check for the interface configuration in the GUI. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Scenario: A network engineer is going to roll out an upgrade from a 9.x version on a standalone NetScaler appliance
using the command-line interface. 

Which two items does the engineer need to download before proceeding with the upgrade? (Choose two.) 

A. SSL Certificates Files 

B. NetScaler Firmware File 

C. NetScaler Configuration file 

D. NetScaler Documentation File 

Correct Answer: BD 
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